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Abstract 

 

A series of gold colloids were prepared and immobilized on commercial activated carbon. 

The influence of the colloid preparation and stability were studied and related to the gold 

particle size in the final catalyst. The catalysts show an important activity in the glucose 

to gluconic acid oxidation reaction, leading to gluconic acid yield close to 90% in base 

free mild conditions (0.1 MPa O2 and 40ºC). The size-activity correlation and probable 

mechanism were also discussed. Finally, the viability of the catalyst was tested by 

recycling it up to four times.  
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1. Introduction 

Biorefinery, defined as the efficient transformation of renewable materials to fuels 

and intermediate chemicals, and associated to environmental and economic benefits, has 

driven the research in this area to notable increase in the last decades [1–4]. Within the 

renewable materials the vegetal biomass, mostly constituted by carbohydrates, represents 

around 75% of the total renewable biomass [5]. Among the carbohydrates represented in 

this biomass the cellulose remains the most attractive fuel precursor, mainly due to its 

low price, chemical purity and because it is formed only by one monomer – glucose [6]. 

After cellulose depolimerazion the subsequent transformation of glucose to valuable 

compounds involves a variety of processes such as hydrogenation [7], isomerization [8], 

dehydration [9] and oxidation [10]. Every single mentioned process or a combination of 

them lead to the formation of different ‘platform chemicals’. As an example, the D-

Gluconic acid, derived from the oxidation of glucose at anomeric position, results to be 

an useful food additive and raw material for drugs and biodegradable polymers 

manufacturing [11,12]. Industrially D-Gluconic acid is produced by enzymatic 

fermentation process [13,14] for which the principal inconvenient for sustainable large-

scale production is the necessity of a neutralization step in order to avoid enzymes 

deactivation by the produced acid [15]. This problem could be solved either by using a 

base or by the substitution of the enzymes with a heterogeneous catalyst able to oxidize 

glucose under mild base-free conditions by using either O2 or H2O2 as oxidants [16–19].  

Although the use of base (NaOH and a relatively high pH of around 9-9.5) results in 

increase of heterogeneous catalyst’s activity due to particle size stabilization and metal 

leaching suppression [20–22], a decrease in the selectivity to gluconic acid is often 

observed caused by the glucose to fructose isomerization process [23]. In addition, the 

formation of gluconate salt instead of pure gluconic acid occurs and entails the need of 
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cost effective post-reaction treatment to obtain the target acid. Therefore, a simple base-

free heterogeneously catalyzed process able to produce selectively gluconic acid and 

avoiding the problems of particle size sintering and metal leaching is highly desirable.  

Within the catalyst’s candidates for such a process, the most promising alternative is 

nanometric gold. Glucose oxidation has been carried out over both unsupported [24,25] 

and supported [20,26] gold catalysts with good results in activity and selectivity; 

however, some issues must be addressed in order to improve the catalytic system. Various 

studies reported the base-free aerobic oxidation of glucose over gold supported catalysts 

with good results in activity and selectivity [22,27–29]. Most authors found a clear 

dependence of glucose oxidation activity on average gold particle size, suggesting that 

the oxidation proceeds directly on gold metal surface rather than on the contact perimeter 

between gold and support [26,28,30]. On the other side, it is still under debate the optimal 

gold particle size and if the nanoparticle shape plays any significant role in oxidation 

process. A serious inconvenient for the use of supported nanogold catalysts in the base-

free glucose oxidation is related to the possible metal leaching and/or the gold sintering 

during the reuse cycles, driving to loss of activity [29]. The latter suggests the importance 

of adequate choice of support, able to stabilize the gold particles thus avoiding the 

leaching/sintering phenomena. 

Most of the studied supports are simple or mixed metal oxides such as TiO2 [27], 

MgO [31] Al2O3, CeO2, CeO2(25wt%)/ZrO2, CeO2(50wt%)/ZrO2 and 

CeO2(20wt%)/Al2O3 [29]. The use of carbon supports has been also widely reported [32–

36]. No matter the type of carbon supports i.e., activated carbon, carbon nanotubes or 

carbon nanofibers, Au/C systems showed high activity and selectivity in the oxidation of 

glucose [22,37,38]. 
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In general, the substantial importance of active carbon as metal support in industrial 

catalysis is well recognized. Its stability in both acidic and basic media, its tunable pore 

structure and stability at high temperatures, the easiness of metal phase recovery by 

carbon burn away and its lower costs in comparison with conventional supports such as 

alumina and silica [39,40] convert it in a versatile material for heterogeneous catalysis. 

The real relevance of carbon in aqueous-phase oxidation reactions derived from its 

hydrophobicity, which usually difficults active metal phase leaching, thus improving 

catalyst’s inherent activity. In fact, higher activity of hydrophobic catalysts in glucose 

oxidation compared to hydrophilic catalysts application has been reported [41,42]. This 

difference in activity was assigned to stronger adhesion between hydrophobic catalyst 

grains and oxygen bubbles leading to an increase of the catalyst grains number at the gas-

liquid interface and, therefore, to an increase in the rate of the gas transfer towards the 

catalysts [38]. The only disadvantage of using hydrophobic support is that the 

conventional methods for gold nanoparticles preparation, such as deposition-precipitation 

or direct anionic exchange are less useful resulting in important gold loss and low 

reproducibility. Within the existing gold nanoparticles preparation methods, the gold 

colloidal route seems the most appropriated to obtain a homogeneous and reproducible 

gold nanoparticles size distribution which allows a more direct gold size/activity 

correlation. Nevertheless, the use of the colloidal route for preparing Au/C samples 

includes the utilization of particles stabilizing agents as citrates, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) 

etc. which if not removed from the gold surface could influence the measured activity 

due to some shielding effects [30]. It is important therefore to remove any rests of 

stabilizing agents in order to observe the “real” size/activity effect on the reaction of 

glucose oxidation. 
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From all above, the aim of this work is to gain insights into the role of gold particle 

size and shape in the base free oxidation of glucose to gluconic acid. For that, a series of 

Au/C catalysts with different gold particle size were prepared and their catalytic 

performances evaluated in the oxidation reaction. The catalysts resulted from 

immobilization of gold colloids with different gold sizes on a commercial activated 

carbon, and were subjected to a calcination treatment at 300 ºC in order to remove any 

precursor leftovers and to stabilize the gold nanoparticles onto the carbon surface in order 

to assure as much as possible the permanence of the gold size during the reaction course. 

The evaluation of the catalyst’s reusability was also undertaken.  

 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Synthesis 

Activated charcoal powder DARCO® (Sigma Aldrich, 100 mesh particle size) and 

HAuCl4 (Johnson Matthey) gold precursor were used as received.  

The deposition of gold (2 wt.% nominal value) on the carbon support was carried out 

according to the colloidal method assisted by polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) where NaBH4 

(Sigma Aldrich) was used as reducing agent [43]. The necessary amount of gold precursor 

was dissolved in water to a final concentration of 5.10-4 M and the corresponding quantity 

of PVA (1% wt. aqueous solution) was added and stirred during 20 min. After that, the 

appropriate amount of 0.1M freshly prepared NaBH4 solution was quickly added to 

reduce the gold precursor. After 20 min stirring, sample of 5 mL was taken to characterize 

the colloid and the rest of solution was put in contact to the adequate amount of the 

commercial activated carbon in order to have a theoretical gold loading of 2%wt. 45 min 

later, the final mixture was centrifuged at 15000 rpm for 20 minutes in order to ensure 

the anchorage of the totality of gold nanoparticles on carbon. The resulted samples were 
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filtered and dried at 100 ºC for 2 hours and finally calcined at 300 ºC for 2 hours. 

Following this procedure, 11 samples, were prepared as a function of PVA:Au weight 

ratio (Series 1) and NaBH4:Au molar ratio (Series 2). The Table 1 summarizes the 

synthesis parameters of both series of gold samples. Gold colloids and their 

corresponding catalysts were named as ‘Col X’ and ‘AuC X’ respectively, being X a 

distinctively roman number of order. 

 

Table 1. Code and Au/PVA/NaBH4 ratios of the prepared gold samples 

 

 

 

 

Sample PVA:Au ratioa NaBH4:Au ratiob 

S
er

ie
s 

1
 

Col I / AuC I 0 5 

Col II / AuC II 0.5 5 

Col III / AuC III 0.85 5 

Col IV / AuC IV 3 5 

Col V / AuC V 5 5 

Col VI / AuC VI 10 5 

S
er

ie
s 

2
 

Col VII / AuC VII 0.85 0.5 

Col VIII / AuC VIII 0.85 1 

Col IX / AuC IX 0.85 2 

Col X / AuC X 0.85 3 

Col III / AuC III 0.85 5 

Col XII / AuC XII 0.85 10 
a Weight ratio, b molar ratio 

 

2.2 Characterization Techniques 

UV-Vis measurements were carried out on UV-Vis Avantes AvaLight-DH-S-BAL 

spectrometer equipped with optic fiber liquid sensor for wavelengths ranged from 100 to 

1000 nm. 

XRD measurements were performed at room temperature on Panalitycal X’Pert Pro 

diffractometer, equipped with Cu anode with 0.05° step size and acquisition time of 300 s 
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in 10-90° 2θ range. The average gold crystallite size of the Au/C catalysts was calculated 

from the broadening of the (111) Au plane at 38.28º 2θ applying Scherrer’s equation. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micrographs were acquired on PHILIPS CM-

200. The mean gold particle diameter was considered on the basis of its homogeneity, 

degree of dispersion and number of particles. The average gold particle size was estimated 

considering the surface distribution calculation, expressed in equation 2.  

 

D [3,2]= 
∑ D𝑖

3𝑣𝑖
n
1

∑ D𝑖
2𝑣𝑖

n
1

                 (2) 

where Di is the geometric diameter of the ith particle, and vi the number of particles with 

this diameter. For every distribution the total number of measured particles overcomes 

200 particles per sample (colloid or catalyst). 

The gold loadings were estimated through ICP analysis by using Horiba Jobin Yvon 

spectrometer after fluorhydric acid digestion of the samples.  

 

2.3 Catalytic tests 

 

Aerobic oxidation of glucose (D-(+)-Glucose anhydrous, 99%, from Alfa Aesar) was 

carried out in a glass batch reactor (50 mL) equipped with Young valve, magnetic stirrer 

and saturated with oxygen at atmospheric pressure (PO2 approximately 0.1 MPa). In a 

typical experiment, the reactor was charged with a 0.2M glucose solution, catalyst in 

Glucose/Au molar ratio of 100 and oxygen, in the aforementioned order. The oxygen 

diffusion through solution was assured by 20 mL/min pure oxygen flux bubbling for few 

minutes. Afterwards, the reactor was closed and the mixture stirred at 600 rpm, at 40ºC 

during 18 hours in base-free conditions. Once the reaction finished, 500 µL of sample 
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taken from the final reaction mixture and diluted in 500 µL of ultra-pure water was 

immediately analyzed by HPLC. The products of glucose oxidation were identified and 

quantified by using a Hi-Plex H column (300 × 7,7 mm), a refractive index detector 

(Varian 360-LC) and MilliQ water as mobile phase. Glucose conversion was calculated 

as described by equation (1). 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 (%) =  
[𝐺𝑙𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑒]𝑖−[𝐺𝑙𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑒]𝑓

[𝐺𝑙𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑒]𝑖
                                 (1) 

 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1. Colloids characterization 

The influence of PVA:Au and NaBH4:Au ratios on gold particle size and morphology 

was studied by both UV-Vis spectroscopy and TEM microscopy. Figure 1 presents the 

UV-Vis absorption spectra of all synthesized colloids. All samples present an intense 

absorption with maxima in the 502-530 nm region. This absorption is characteristic of 

the surface plasmon resonance of Au metal fine particles and its position, intensity and 

width is strongly dependent on the size and shape of the Au particles, as well as of the 

dielectric properties of the surrounding environment [44].  

      

Figure 1. UV-Vis spectra of gold colloids. A) Series 1, B) Series 2 
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For both colloidal series, a modification in the position, shape and width of the gold 

plasmon band is observed from one colloid to another, indicating differences in the 

average gold particle size and/or morphology. In good agreement, changes in the color of 

the colloidal solutions are also observed (see figure 1), all of them in the reddish mauve 

spectra. The color of gold colloids is also indicative for the resulted gold particles size 

and depends on support (if used), on gold concentration, morphology and size distribution 

[45]. In particular, colloidal gold is red when the corresponding particles are smaller than 

20 nm. So far from the color we can deduce that our gold particles independently on the 

synthetic parameters present sizes always below/around 20 nm. 

From figure 1A is obvious that increment in PVA:Au ratio during the preparation leads 

to blue shift of around 10 nm in the position of the gold plasmon which can be related 

with the formation of smaller nanoparticles. This size variation was also confirmed by 

TEM (Figure 2) and the calculated average gold particle size decreases constantly from 

3.6 nm (Col I) to 1.8 nm (Col VI) with the increase of the PVA concentration for series 1 

(Table 2). In all cases, the obtained particle shape is similar, as deduced from the particle 

size distributions and TEM micrographs.  

It is well known, that the final particles size is based on a fine balance between the 

velocity of nucleation and particle growth, which by themselves could be controlled by 

changing the nanoparticles’ synthesis parameters. There exist many theories explaining 

the mechanisms of nucleation and growth of the metal nanoparticles. The velocity of gold 

nanoparticles nucleation and growth generally depends on the pH of the solution, on the 

reducing agent nature and concentration and on the presence of surfactants [46]. Ji et al. 

[47] reported that the pH dependence could be ascribed to the existence of differently 

hydrolyzed gold complexes and their reactivity towards reducing agent. When a very 

diluted gold precursor solutions (as in our case) are employed, the pH of the solution 
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neighbors that of distilled water (6-6,5). At this pH, Ivanova et al. [48] reported that the 

70 % of Au could be found as [Au(OH)2Cl2]
- and [Au(OH)3Cl]- complexes. These 

complexes get reduced with slower nucleation time (60 s) than the less hydrolyzed ones 

and show lower growth velocity. The nature of the reducing agent is also very important, 

stronger the reductive potential of the agent lower the time of nucleation. The use of 

NaBH4 indicates quasi-instantaneous nucleation within a few seconds to an average 

radius of 2 nm which then undergo coalescence up to 4 nm [49] in the first 20 min, the 

case of Col I when no stabilizing agent is used. The fast nucleation of gold could be then 

considered as separate processes from the particle size growth which will depends 

primarily on colloidal stability, i.e. on the increase of the aggregation barrier [46]. The 

later could be achieved by the use of stabilizing agent (PVA in our case). Indeed the 

stability of the colloidal solution as a function of time showed interesting differences 

between the samples. Whereas Col I and II samples agglomerate and precipitate after two 

days, the Col III to VI remain stable. The correlation between colloid stability and gold 

particle size suggests that stable gold colloids could be obtained at PVA/Au ratios 

superior to 0.85 with resulting particle size of 2.3±0.5 nm. Because of this observation, 

the series 2 (Col VII to Col XII colloids) was prepared at a fixed PVA:Au ratio of 0.85 

and varying the NaBH4:Au proportion.  

For this series, the increment of the NaBH4:Au ratio also leads to a blue shift of the gold 

plasmon (see Fig. 1B), pointing out the formation of smaller nanoparticles at high 

concentration of the reductant agent (Table 2). However, the TEM analysis (figure 2) put 

in evidence that the variation NaBH4:Au ratio affects also the shape and size 

heterogeneity of the produced gold nanoparticles. Thus, at low ratios (low concentration 

of reductant agent) a wide particle size distribution is obtained, generating gold particles 

from 7 to 25 nm and resulting in higher average particle size. Besides this, a change of 
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particles morphology from spherical to triangular and/or irregular shapes is evidenced. 

Narrower particles size distribution and lower mean particle size were observed with the 

increase of the NaBH4 /Au ratio. For Col IX an important contribution of particles in the 

1 - 5 nm range is observed, with very few agglomerates. NaBH4 /Au ratio of 3 seems to 

be the limiting value above which stable colloids of gold particles of 2.3 nm are obtained.  

 

 

Figure 2. Representative TEM micrographs and gold size distribution for selected 

prepared gold colloids 
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Table 2. Average gold particle size of the prepared colloids 

 

 Sample 

Average particle size 

(from TEM), nm 

S
er

ie
s 

1
 

Col I 3.6 

Col II 3.3 

Col III 2.3 

Col IV 2.8 

Col V 2.3 

Col VI 1.8 

S
er

ie
s 

2
 

Col VII 18.9 

Col VIII 3.7 

Col IX 7.6 

Col X 4.9 

Col III 2.3 

Col XII 2.2 

 

3.2 Au/C Catalysts  

The pre-formed colloids were immobilized on activated carbon targeting Au loading of 2 

wt.%. After the calcination treatment (300ºC, 2h), no significant modification of the 

textural properties of the parent carbon support was observed. Diffuse Infrared Fourier 

Transform Spectroscopy (DRIFTS) study evidenced total removal of the PVA protective 

layer on the surface of the gold nanoparticles (figure not shown). The real gold loadings 

measured by ICP are summarized in Table 3.  

The deposited amount of gold is slightly over 2wt.% in majority of the samples indicating 

the successful immobilization of the colloid on carbon surface. However, for the samples 

prepared with the highest PVA/Au ratios (Au/C V and Au/C VI), a lower gold uptake is 

produced, in such a way that higher the PVA/Au ratio used for the colloid formation, 

lower the immobilized gold loading. Considering that, the stability of the colloids is 

proportional to the PVA concentration the anchoring of gold could become more difficult 

and responsible for the lower gold uptake. From here, and despite the low average gold 

particle size obtained for these colloids, PVA/Au ratios higher than 3 must be avoided in 

order to assure total immobilization of the gold nanoparticles. 
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Table 3. Experimental gold loadings, mean Au particle size, dispersion and TOF of the 

supported gold catalysts. 

 

The average gold particle sizes of the supported gold samples were calculated from both 

TEM and XRD measurements (Table 3) and present similar trends to those of the parent 

colloids. Figure 3 shows representative TEM micrographs and gold particle size 

distribution for the Au/C samples. 

For all samples, an 3 to 4 fold increase of the gold particles size was observed, which can 

be assigned to particles agglomeration occurred after the thermal treatment carried out in 

the supported catalysts (calcination at 300 ºC for 2 hours). An almost linear correlation 

was found between the metal particle size in the colloids and in the corresponding 

supported solid (Figure 4), being only the sample corresponding to the Col VII pulled 

apart of the tendency due to the already aggregated state obtained in the initial colloid. 

On the other hand, a good linear relationship was also achieved between the average gold 

particle size determined by TEM and XRD (Figure 5).  

 

 Sample 

% Au 

[ICP] 

Average particle 

size (from TEM), 

nm 

Average particle 

size (from XRD), 

nm 

Dispersion 

(%) TOF, s-1*103  

S
er

ie
s 

1
 

AuC I 2.0 15.4 14.9 10 11.24 

AuC II 2.3 9.3 9.3 15 7.08 

AuC III 2.4 8.7 10.4 16 6.19 

AuC IV 2.3 10.1 11.1 14 5.60 

AuC V 1.1 6.8 6.6 20 7.58 

AuC VI 0.5 4.1 4.4 32 8.59 

S
er

ie
s 

2
 

AuC VII 2.1 22.8 28 7 9.40 

AuC VIII 2.3 20.1 25.4 7.5 12.04 

AuC IX 2.3 22.2 22.5 7 14.5 

AuC X 2.2 20.4 16.1 7.4 14.7 

AuC III 2.4 8.7 10.4 16 6.19 

AuC XII 2.3 4.8 5.2 27 3.77 
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Figure 3. Representative TEM micrographs and gold size distribution for selected Au/C 

catalysts 

 

Figure 4. Correlation between the average gold particle size in the colloids and in the 

corresponding prepared Au/C catalysts. 
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Figure 5. Correlation between the average gold particle size determined by TEM and 

XRD 

 

In summary, the immobilization of the pre-formed colloids resulted in a series of Au/C 

catalysts with average gold particle sizes ranging from 4 to 20 nm. Most of the samples 

presented a similar gold contents (close to 2% wt) and gold particle shape (spherical), 

with a narrow gold size distribution, and thus, can be used to determine the influence of 

the gold particle size on the catalytic oxidation of glucose. Only samples prepared at high 

PVA/Au ratios (>3) or very low NaBH4:Au ratio (<1) must be carefully analyzed, due to, 

respectively, their lower gold content or different gold particles shape and wide size 

distribution. 

 

3.3 Catalytic screening 

The catalytic activity in terms of glucose conversion of all synthesized Au/C catalysts as 

a function of the average gold particle size determined from TEM are shown in Figure 6. 

All samples showed 100 % of selectivity to gluconic acid without formation of other 

products. Excluding the samples with a significant lower gold content and different gold 

particle shape and wide size distribution (in red), a linear trend, almost constant, is 
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observed. The trend is a bit in decline, which could indicate that small gold particles are 

more active than big ones, which is a general conclusion for gold catalysis [50]. In fact, 

a maximum in activity for particles around 9 nm is observed, in agreement with the 

findings of Prati et al. during the last decade and resumed in a recent publication [30]. 

They found 7 nm as optimal gold nanoparticle size for the highest activity and assigned 

it to the exercised embedding effect of carbon on smaller nanoparticles.  

 

Figure 6. Glucose conversion as a function of the average gold particle size determined 

by TEM (0.1 MPa O2, 40ºC, 18h) 

 

Nevertheless if the activity is normalized to the exposed gold surface by using turn-over-

frequency (TOF) values (TOF = 
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝐺𝑙𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝐴𝑢∗𝑠∗𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
) calculated taking into account 

the gold dispersion estimated from the average gold particle size deduced from TEM and 

mathematically modeled for cuboctahedral particles [51] and the real Au contents 

measured from ICP (see table 3), the observed size/activity relationship is somehow 

different, Figure 7.  
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Figure 7. Glucose oxidation turn-over-frequency (TOF) values as a function of the 

average gold particle size determined from TEM (0.1 MPa O2, 40ºC, 18h) 

 

Now, the samples could be organized in two groups, samples up to 10 nm showing similar 

trend and samples with particle size around 15-20 showing superior activity. This result 

appears somehow contradictory as we consider that higher the particle size lower the gold 

atoms surface exposure. Anyway, this result suggests that glucose adsorption step should 

play an important role in the reaction mechanism. And that the adsorption strength and 

activation mechanism are probably different on small and big size gold particles. In this 

sense, there is lack of studies considering the reaction mechanism in base-free glucose 

oxidation conditions. In alkaline conditions, Ishimoto et al. [52] proposed 4 steps 

theoretical mechanism, where i) glucose is adsorbed on OH adsorbed on Au, ii) OH- from 

the solution react with the CHO group of glucose to iii) form and release water by proton 

transfer and finally iv) gluconic acid is formed by OH transfer from the Au surface. 

However in base-free conditions the mechanism should occur in a different way. 

Normally is considered that the liquid phase oxidation of alcohols and aldehydes adopts 

the commonly known oxidative dehydrogenation mechanism [53] where the reactives are 
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deprotonated on the metal surface with metal hydrate formation, which subsequently 

reacts with dissociatively adsorbed oxygen to form water. However, for this mechanism 

the structure/size dependency is the opposite of that observed in our study, i.e. lower the 

particle size higher the adsorption/hydrogenation of the CHO group and higher the 

activity toward acid formation. Taking into account both mechanisms one can consider 

the adsorption of glucose over metal as the important first step of reaction. Indeed, the 

energy of adsorption of glucose directly on Au was calculated stronger than that of OH 

on the same metal [54]. On the other hand, the interaction between activated carbon and 

Au proceeds through electron transfer from carbon to the metal, inferring slightly 

negative charge on gold. It was reported, that negatively charged gold clusters easily 

dissociate oxygen [55]. Taking into account the later the formation of secondary active 

sites AuO- could be envisaged as the sites able to deprotonate CHO glucose group 

forming Au-OH, which finally react to form gluconic acid 

It is also the place to consider the role of carbon in the reaction. The activated carbon 

possess a diversity of oxygen containing group being the more important the phenolic 

groups which could influence by itself or when situated in vicinity of gold particle the 

apparent reaction rate. Our blank test (using only activated carbon in the same reaction 

conditions) show 8% of glucose disappearing but without any detectable product 

formation, suggesting only glucose adsorption on the catalyst surface at this temperature. 

The reference sample AuC III, with an average gold size of 8.7 nm was selected for the 

recycling study. Four successive runs were carried out, with Glucose to catalyst ratio kept 

constant (Figure 8).  

 The 2nd run presents of around 15 % of activity loss which is half recuperated in the 3rd 

cycle and stabilized in the 4th one. The variation within the last 3 cycles and especially 

the loss of activity in the 2nd cycle could be due either to difference in the glucose 
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adsorption coverage or to its adsorption/desorption equilibrium at this temperature and 

material.  

 

Figure 8. Glucose conversion under recycle runs 

 

4 Conclusions 

Gold colloids particle size is influenced by the stabilizing agent and reducing 

agent/Au ratio. Two limiting values were found in order to achieve stable colloid and 

homogeneous particles size distribution, the PVA/Au ratio should be superior to 0.85 and 

NaBH4/Au superior to 3.  

The immobilization of the colloids on the carbon support surface was effective. After 

the calcination treatment, an increment in the average gold particle size was observed, 

although a good correlation between colloids and supported gold particle sizes was 

maintained.  

With that strategy, we have successfully prepared a series of Au/C samples with 

similar gold contents (close to 2% wt), gold particle shape (spherical) and narrow gold 

size distribution, in which the influence of the gold particle size in the catalytic oxidation 

of glucose could be evaluated.  
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All catalysts show very good activity in the oxidation of glucose under base free mild 

conditions with a 100% selectivity to the desired product gluconic acid. The structure/size 

sensitivity shows optimal size for maximum conversion for particles of around 9 nm, 

although the normalization to exposed surface gold atoms (TOF) moves this optimum to 

gold particles in the 15-20 nm range, pointing to a possible influence of the glucose 

adsorption step in the reaction mechanism. 

The catalysts show a very good recyclability with the loss of activity of only 10% 

after the 4th cycle. 
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